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Abstract. This paper presents a methodology for measuring Crew Resource 
Management (CRM) parameters as applied to a pilot decision-making task.  Six 
teams of pilots took part in a desk-top decision-making exercise. Flight crew 
performance was observed by human factors researchers and was measured on 
a number of parameters pertaining to communication, situational awareness, 
decision-making, mission analysis, leadership, adaptability and assertiveness.  
This methodology facilitated the mapping of decisions in the context of the 
overall process. The communication analysis can be considered more objective 
than standard CRM expert rating. This methodology could be used to examine 
CRM for training, recruitment, incident and accident analysis, identifying 
degraded performance on the flight-deck and has further implications for multi-
team co-ordination. It could also be used to provide a sound contribution to the 
design of automatic means of detection for CRM metrics on the flight deck.  
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1 Introduction  

Crew Resource Management was first introduced in the 1980’s and has since moved 
from the world of aviation into other sectors such as healthcare, rail and maritime 
industries. Good CRM is essential if safe practices are to be upheld regardless of 
industrial application. CRM research and application in industrial settings have 
progressed considerably over the last 30 years. Culture changes within organisations 
over the years and the acceptability of CRM in the workplace has led to CRM being 
“considered to be a way of working life and it is considered a definitive fact (and is 
now assumed) that humans do and will make errors and that good CRM is 
fundamental to recovering from those errors, for managing threats, risks and errors 
when they present themselves.” (Harris, 2011). 

2 Challenges for Effective CRM on the Flight-Deck 

CRM has been in place in aviation for 30 years and thus is not a new concept. If 
aviation is such a safe industry, can CRM add anything new to flight deck 
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operations? Could its proliferation create the danger of CRM fatigue? The salient 
points of CRM have also been transferred into other industries such as healthcare, 
nuclear, other transport industries, chemical, petrochemical and the process 
industries with increasing success (Hayward and Lowe, 2010).  The civil aviation 
authority carried out an evaluation of CRM in the UK a number of years ago (CAA, 
2003). This evaluation report recommended that the content for single pilot CRM 
training be examined. This is ever more prescient given that flights may be operated 
by single crew who are supported from the ground in the not too distant future. 
How will CRM be affected with these anticipated changes to reduced crew and 
further increases in automation on the flight deck? Automatic monitoring of CRM 
could be used to anticipate changes in pilot performance and assist in diagnosing 
gradually changing levels of incapacitation. Further culture changes in CRM 
application within organisations are likely if CRM is to be monitored and trained 
for between ground stations and remotely supported aircraft operators. The research 
reported herein addresses these questions. Its purpose was to examine CRM metrics 
as applied to a decision-making task. Human factors researchers analysed CRM 
parameters within the context of a decision-making task in order to establish 
whether viewing CRM from multiple angles could give a comprehensive picture of 
the parameters mapped within the overall process and if this type of picture could 
then be applied to the operation on the flight deck. 

3 Methodology 

The validation methodology was based upon previous research which examined 
distributed situational awareness in a command and control environment (Stewart et 
al., 2008 and Kay et al., 2008). The methods used were observations, a modified 
Social Network Analysis (SNA), Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA), Process 
Mapping, Co-ordination Demand Analysis (CDA) and Triangulation. 

3.1 Observations 

Two researchers took part in each data collection phase - both of whom were 
trained in the collection method for SNA. Researchers positioned themselves near 
pilots so that they could observe communication. They synchronised their timing 
devices and made note (using pen and paper) of every instance of communication 
such as verbal communication, head nod, hand gesture, pointing at the screen. The 
start and end points for data collection were agreed prior to each data collection 
session. The raw data from observations was put into electronic format for use in 
further analyses. 
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3.2 Modified Social Network Analysis (Communication Counts) 

SNA provides a visual and numerical picture of the communication between people. 
It is used to analyse and represent the peoples’ relationships and describes them in 
terms of how often they communicate, how important people seem to be within a 
network and how close they may be in the network. This is of interest to this research 
because it not only gives a visual representation of what the communication is like, 
but a numerical count of how much communication is taking place. It would not be 
typical to use SNA for teams of two people as there would generally be a challenge 
and response nature to the communication (i.e. if one person asks a question, the other 
person is likely to respond with an answer. Pilots are obliged to communicate in this 
way on the flight deck). Instead of having the typical network diagram showing 
multiple people in the network, there would be a figure showing a two people 
connected by one arrow. This will not provide enough information to make any 
inference about CRM performance, however, when communication count data is 
supplemented with information from the process maps a much deeper analysis can be 
carried out. Being able to comment on the communication frequency between pilots 
for specific tasks and decision points and being able to determine how information is 
passed (e.g. verbal commentary, hand signals, written word, and electronic messages) 
and how this contributes to individual and team contributions to the mission could be 
invaluable in creating an accurate representation of effective communication and 
teamwork on the flight-deck.  

3.3 Co-ordination Demand Analysis (CDA) 

A Hierarchical Task Analysis is carried out as the first step of the CDA.  The purpose 
of the HTA in this research was to provide detailed task information required to feed 
both the CDA and the process maps. The HTA details the goals and step-by-step tasks 
involved in a process from start to finish. Each task and subtask within the HTA is 
classified as either related to task or teamwork. Teamwork related activities are given 
a rating for each of the teamwork taxonomy criteria. CDA produces a value for the 
tasks carried out in relation to the total task work, total teamwork and the levels of  
co-ordination between pilots. 

Figure 1 (below) highlights the curricula recommendations for CRM training.  The 
elements listed in both the JAA and FAA recommendations are in keeping with the 
metrics examined for CDA which are: Communication, Situational Awareness, 
Decision-making, Mission Analysis, Leadership, Adaptability and Assertiveness 
(Burke, 2005).   
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Curricula recommendations for CRM training

JAA  (2006)
• Human error and reliability, error 

chain, error prevention and detection
• Company safety culture, SOPs, 

organisational procedures
• Stress, stress management, fatigue, 

vigilance
• Information acquisition and 

processing, situational awareness, 
workload management

• Decision making
• Communication and co-ordination 

inside and outside the cockpit
• Leadership and team behaviour 

synergy
• Automation (for type of aircraft)
• Specific type-related differences
• Case-based studies

FAA (2004)
1. Communication processes:

 Briefings

 Safety, security

 Inquiry/advocacy/ assertion

 Crew self-critique (decisions & 
actions)

 Conflict resolution

 Communication and decision making

2. Team building and maintenance
 Leadership/followership/concern for 

task

 Interpersonal relationships/group 
climate

 Workload management and situation 
awareness

 Preparation/planning/vigilance

 Workload distribution/distraction 
avoidance

 Individual factors/stress reduction

Flin, O’Connor, Crichton (2008 ), pg 248
 

Fig. 1. Curricula Recommendations for CRM training 

The commonality of metrics between the curricula recommendations and the 
current industry standards for measuring CRM and CDA criteria was considered 
sufficient for CDA to be justifiable as a means with which to examine CRM. 

3.4 Process Mapping 

A process map for each session was developed. In essence, the process map is a visual 
representation of the task analysis with a greater level of detail on the people involved 
in the activities, their resources, flows of information and timelines.  The breakdown 
of tasks and goals that exist within the HTA is mapped out in a systematic manner 
including the logic and detail of the HTA in conjunction with the visual representation 
of the communication picture presented in the SNA. This allows researchers to map 
tasks, subtasks decision points and communication patterns to specific parts of the 
session. Process mapping affords greater inference of results than an HTA would in 
linking procedures and processes with individual tasks, personnel, communication 
and co-ordination. Researchers can then determine how well tasks have been 
achieved, information has been communicated and how all of this relates to the 
overall success of the session.  

3.5 Triangulation 

Researchers can build up a rich picture of each pilot session with SNA – 
communication counts, decision mapping within the process maps and CDA analysis. 
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mistake. This beep was generated by one of the researchers.  When the 10 minutes 
were over the pilots were thanked for their time and researchers reiterated that they 
could be contacted for further information should it be required. Human factors 
researchers observed the session and kept counts of all types of communication. 
Speech analysts were present to monitor the recording and to administer the 
distractor. 

4.2 Results 

Table 1 (below) shows the pilot group performance for number of items correct and 
global CDA score ranking. 

Table 1. Pilot group performance Pilot Group # items Rank CDA F 15 1 C 13 2 E 13 3 D 8 4 A 12 5 B 2 6 
 
Pilot group F was the most successful at the decision making task. They also had 

the highest CDA score. Pilot groups C and E both had the same score for guessing the 
correct number of items, however Pilot group C had a higher CDA score, thus came 
2nd. Pilot Group E came third. Pilot group D came fourth with a higher CDA score 
than Pilot groups A and B which were 5th and 6th respectively. 

Group F had the highest CDA score and the greatest number of items correct. They 
also had significantly fewer communication counts than all of the other groups and 
the lowest number of incorrect answers (i.e. beeps). The CDA and decision maps 
showed that this group also had the lowest number of task steps of the six groups. 
This group completed the task in 7 minutes whilst all other groups were told that there 
session was over before they had completed the task. 

Group C had the second highest number of items correct and the second highest 
number of communication. This group experienced 10 “beeps”, most from 8 minutes 
onwards. The time pressure and distractor had a marked effect on this group’s 
performance and the last 2 minutes of the session largely consisted of both pilots 
shouting out random items. There was little continuous dialogue from this point until 
the end of the session. 

Group E also had the second highest number of items correct. Interestingly, this 
group had the second highest number of “beeps” (16 “beeps”) and the highest number 
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of communication counts between pilots. Inference could be made that pilots were 
mitigating for the effect of so many apparent “wrong” answers (i.e. indicated by each 
“beep”). This would have to be tested  as a variable with a larger sample to draw 
definitive conclusions on this. 

Group D had the 4th highest CDA score which may not be reflected in the number 
of items they got correct (8/15). Their decision-making was very good at the 
beginning of the session until the distractor “beep” started. This group had the 
greatest number of “beeps” (22) which seems to have created a great deal of stress. 
They also had a high communication count which may have mitigated the effect of 
the distractor. As mentioned for Group E, this would have to be repeated with a larger 
sample.  

Group A came fifth in CDA score. They scored relatively highly (12/15 items) on 
the number of items correct, however, this group was the most affected by the 
distractor “beep”. There does not seem to be the same mitigating factor of higher 
levels of communication as in groups C and E. From 7 minutes onwards, pilots 
seemed to have frozen and there was little or no communication from this point 
onwards.  

Group B had the lowest score for both CDA and the number of items correct (2/15 
items). This group displayed excellent prioritisation of items at the beginning of the 
task.  Unfortunately, this was not followed through with decision making. Pilots 
demonstrated very thorough logic and reasoning of items but did not follow through 
with decisions on them.  

5 Discussion 

Without the communication data from the adapted SNA and the ability to examine 
decisions on the 15 items throughout the whole process of the decision-making task, 
the results would be lacking considerable detail. The adapted SNA could be 
considered less subjective in nature than CRM expert rating of communication as it 
provides a numerical value for the communication that has taken place. There was 
also more than one rater for each session (thus increasing inter-rater reliability). This 
data is mapped directly into the overall process and thus provides a more structured 
framework for further analyses. It could however be argued that the raters were not 
qualified CRM experts. Criticism levied at non-trained CRM evaluators generally 
concerns the understanding of the concepts behind the CRM parameters. The raters in 
this research are experienced human factors researchers with more than 20 years 
research experience in the aviation industry between them. If any criticism were to be 
applied here, it could be that they are both non-pilots, however, the task was a non –
aviation based one, therefore this criticism is redundant. For future research applying 
this methodology to the flight-deck, the data will be compared to that of CRM 
trainers’ interpretation of training sessions and will be examined by subject matter 
experts in incident and accident analyses. This will thus validate the data from an 
operational perspective. 
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As mentioned previously, the task used for this research was a non-aviation based 
one. This had merit for removing the pilots from their flight-deck environment, 
however, the behavior exhibited may not have been a true reflection of how pilots 
would have behaved for an aviation-based decision-making task. This is why the next 
step for the research is apply the methodology directly to behavior on the flight-deck. 
Interestingly, for each pilot team, the more senior of the pilots took the left hand seat 
in the room as would be generally represented by the pilot flying or more senior pilot 
on the flight deck. 

The CDA rating scale had a tendency to push the researchers to choose the middle 
value. If the parameter under scrutiny was not extreme in nature (i.e. ‘1’ or ‘3’), the 
researchers were forced to choose ‘2’. Researchers considered that it would be 
beneficial for the rating scale to be increased to 5, so that it is possible to give more 
detail for the performance on the CRM parameter. It would be useful to be able to say 
that performance was high (5), above average (4), reasonable (3), just under par (2), 
poor (1). No indication of this was possible using the current rating scale. It is 
therefore possible that ratings were pushed into the “medium” performance range 
when it could have been described otherwise. Researchers will adopt this change in 
rating scale in the next round of research.  

The methodological approach from numerous angles make this innovation more 
powerful in providing a rich picture of CRM mapped into the decision-making task. 
Internal processes such situational awareness are difficult to assess well. Decision 
making was somewhat easier to analyse for this research as there was a concrete 
output attached to decision making in the lost at sea task. These can be clearly 
identified and mapped into the overall process.  Situational Awareness has been 
shown to be difficult to accurately measure (Kirlik and Strauss, 2006, Pew, 2000, 
Salmon et al 2006, Stanton et al 2009). This has also been true of the measure of 
situational awareness in this study which had good face and construct validity but 
suffered from poor concurrent and predictive validity. Further research to be carried 
out using this methodology should also accommodate for additional measures such as 
a freeze technique (e.g. the Situational Awareness Global Assessment Technique) for 
triangulation specific to situational awareness (as evident in Stanton et al 2009,). 
Salmon et al 2006 recommend the use of a toolkit in measuring situational awareness. 
Such toolkits should include 1) performance measures, 2) a freeze probe technique, 3) 
a post-trial subjective rating scale and 4) an observer rating. This type of toolkit is not 
unlike the methodology used here.  

5.1 Limitations and Further Research 

The small sample size in this research has limited the amount of inference that could 
be made but it is hoped that further studies of simulator sessions on CRM training and 
live flights will provide a larger data set.  The rating scale for CDA is somewhat 
narrow. There may be a tendency for researchers to choose the middle value. A 
review of the rating scale will be considered for the next round of analysis. This 
research did not include parameters for threat and error management. This will also be 
included for future research. 
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Contribution to Future CRM Practice. The methodological approach proposed 
herein and for further research differs from the original HFIDTC study (Stewart et al, 
Kay et al 2008) in three main areas:1) It encompasses a different systems-approach to 
task analysis and task modelling. 2) This research will be linked to analyses of CRM 
criteria from incident data and cockpit voice recordings of selected scenarios available 
in the public domain. Unfortunately, within the one year lifetime of this research 
project, but is currently being addressed. 3)  In addition to criteria listed in Table 1, 
Loukopoulos, Dismukes & Barshi (2009) recommend that CRM training be extended 
for concurrent task management. This will be added as an additional criterion within 
the teamwork taxonomy. Concurrent task management is a concept which is 
extremely hard to identify using traditional task modelling and analysis tools. The use 
of process maps facilitates the identification of concepts such as concurrent task 
management.  This methodology will be applied to simulated flights carried out as 
part of pilots’ CRM training. This data will be compared to the CRM trainers’ rating 
for the sessions. The methodology will also be applied to live flights with multiple 
teams on board which will facilitate analyses for within and between teams. This 
work will be evaluated with subject matter experts in CRM training and accident and 
incident analysis. Thus, the methodology will be used for the analysis of both normal 
and non-normal operations.  

6 Conclusions 

Due to the labour intensive nature of this methodology, it is unlikely that it would be 
employed as standard within organisations, however, it would be of great use in 
establishing how and where the parameters for CRM fit into the overall process of a 
flight or mission. This approach would facilitate the design of training for new CRM 
practices, especially between flight crew in the air and those on the ground for remote 
ground support. The methods used herein would also be useful in mapping out the 
gradual decline in performance from task, communication and decision-making 
perspectives. This would be critical to be able to further identify and define aspects of 
gradual incapacitation of flight-crew. This research has demonstrated that CRM 
parameters and decision making can be mapped into the overall process. 
Incapacitation is generally a gradual process. It is also very difficult to examine 
incapacitation in applied research settings, thus it would be very useful to be able to 
be able to map times throughout the flight phase that assistance would be needed from 
ground support and to be able to back this up using evidence where it was shown that 
specific CRM metrics suffered at particular points in time. There are many 
psychophysiological measures taken in measuring pilot performance linked to 
incapacitation (e.g. galvanic skin response, body temperature, heart rate, eye-
tracking). Being able to back these measurements with specific behavioural measures 
mapped into the overall flight operational process is fundamental to being able to 
understand a rich picture of what gradual incapacitation looks like if there it is hoped 
that we will be able to automatically detect it happening on flight decks in the future. 
The methodology used herein could support such analyses. 
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In conclusion, this methodology examines CRM along similar parameters to those 
of LOSA and LOFT (with the exception of threat and error management), but also 
includes more objective measures for communication analyses. The CRM parameters 
and decision points can be mapped into the overall operations process, so that patterns 
and clusters of communication and activity can be examined in greater detail.  This 
research has been innovative in its approach to the measurement of CRM metrics. 
There has been considerable effort to examine CRM metrics from several angles 
(SNA, CDA, Process Mapping) and the contribution of more objective measurement 
(communication) has been invaluable. 
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